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                    monsters [2021/07/23 17:41]
christian [Incorrect stream length]                 	
                    monsters [2021/07/24 07:53]
christian [Incorrect stream length]                 
	Line 51:	Line 51:
	 	===== Incorrect stream length =====	 	===== Incorrect stream length =====
	 		 	
	-	The ''/Length'' of a stream is 1 smaller than the number of bytes.	+	The ''/Length'' of a stream is different from the size of the content. Ths content are the bytes between token ''stream'', followed by one ''lf'', and token ''endstream'' with optional extra whitespace before the token. 
	 	+	 
	 	+	The following cases are possible: 
	 	+	  * ''/Length'' is smaller than the content. The ''endstream'' token lies ahead. 
	 	+	  * ''/Length'' is larger than the content.  The ''endstream'' token, or parts of it, has been read as part of the stream already. 
	 	+	 
	 	+	The particular monster where I encountered this, had always one byte too much in the content. Therefore, not the general problem was handled, but just the simple case where the content is exactly 1 larger than the number of bytes given by the ''/Length'' attribute.
	 		 	
	 	=== Example ===	 	=== Example ===
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